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Crazy Die-Man is Unbreakable! 

 

Congratulations!  

You two are the two best salesmen, also known as “Die-Men”, at your company— Die-

Men Incorporated. Die-Men Incorporated is pioneering the business of franchised Dice Stands 

at tabletop conventions across the world. You two have been assigned to work at the 

prestigious “Crusading Stars Tabletop Convention” in Seattle. 

 

You are currently executing Part 4 of the company’s bizarre 8 part plan to sell more dice. 

Part 4 of this plan is to promote competition amongst the lead Die-Men, and in return get more 

total sales. The Die-Man who “best represents the company” will become the new face of 

marketing, getting their picture on a billboard along with a huge promotion! 

 

The competition at the “Crusading Stars Tabletop Convention” has come to a dead even 

tie, with both you and your rival’s Dice Stand being equally profitable. The competition has 

become so fierce that the two of you have come to blows, damaging some nearby Die-Men 

Advertising Banners in the bout. While it will be taken out of your pay, the property damage 

gave each of you an idea. The only logical way to win the promotion at this point is obviously 

corporate sabotage. 

 

Goal 

Deal enough Property Damage to your opponent’s banners to knock them out of the 

competition. Any Property Damage taken by a Die-Man’s banner is blamed on the Die-Man 

who owns it, as it is the Die-Man’s responsibility to protect and maintain anything on their side 

of the Sales Floor.  

“The Dice Stand is an extension of the Die-Man himself! Take your Stand and 

show your opponent that you are unbreakable!” 
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Components  

 2  Stands 

 8 Die-Men Incorporated Advertising Banners 

 6 Flicking Dice 

 4 Customers 

 Convention Sales-floor Map 

 2 Property Damage Dice 

Setup 

Place the Convention Sales-floor Map between both Die-Men. Each Die-Man takes a 

Property Damage Die to keep track of how much damage they are currently responsible for. 

Because of the damage to the Advertising Banner from your earlier fight, set both Die-Men’s 

Property Damage Dice to 1. Your opponent must lift up the curtains on their side of the floor to 

ensure that the Flicking Dice don’t fly out of the area. Any Flicking Dice that land outside of the 

Sales Floor area do not count. 

Both Die-Men take 3 Flicking Dice, a Stand, and 4 Banners, placing each in their 

respective starting places. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

The Die-Man with the best “Stand Cry,” or “thing to shout at passing 
potential customers to draw them in” gets to go first. 
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On Your Turn 

On your turn, you may: 

(1) Move your Stand to an open Stand Spot, then flick up to 2 Flicking Dice at your opponent’s 

banners.  

(2) Set up and reposition your own Banners. 

 

(1): Moving and Flicking  

First, move your Stand to any Stand Spot (rectangles) on your side of the floor (or leave 

it in place if you choose). After moving your Stand, place a Flicking Die on top of your stand and 

flick it at Banners on your opponent’s side of the field. You may flick up to 2 Flicking Dice 

toward your opponent’s Banners in this way.  

You can choose to only flick 1 Flicking Die, allowing you to set up Super Sale Banners 

(see the Super Sales Banners section for more details).  

 

If a Flicking Die knocks down any of your 

opponent’s Banners, blame Property Damage on 

your opponent equal the amount rolled on that 

Flicking Die. Your opponent increases their Property 

Damage Die by that rolled amount. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If a single Flicking Die knocks down multiple Banners, it blames Property 
Damage equal to the amount rolled on the Die for each Banner hit. 

If you knock down any of your own banners in any way that is not hitting 
it with your Flicking Die, increase your personal Property Damage by 6 for 

each banner. 

If you knock down one of your own banners with your Flicking Die, 
increase your personal Property Damage by the amount rolled. 
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There are 2 special conditions that can change the damage value or number of dice you flick. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

(2): Reposition Banners 

After Moving and Flicking, you may reposition any currently standing Banners on your 

side of the floor to any open Banner Spots (circles). Any of your Banners that have been 

knocked down by your opponent must also be placed in an open Banner Spot at this time. All 

Banners must be placed facing forward towards your opponent’s side of the floor.  

 

Super Sale Banners 

If you chose to only flick 1 Flicking Die at your opponent, you can now set up Super Sale 

Banners! To do so, position up to 2 of your 4 banners anywhere on top of your Stand instead of 

on Banner Spots on the floor. These banners become “Super Sale Banners” that offer a big sale 

to potential customers.  

Remember: set up Banners in the Front of your area to gain Bonus Flings next turn. 
Be careful, as banners placed closer to the front are easier for your rival to hit. 

Bonus Flick: 
If, at the time of flicking, you have 
at least one Banner standing in the 
front area of your Sales-Floor, you 

may flick up to 3 Flicking Dice 
instead of the usual 2. 

Called Shot: 
Call out which of your opponent’s 

banners you will hit with your flick. If 
you succeed your called shot, blame 

double the damage rolled. If you miss, 
blame the damage rolled on yourself. 

Note: If you miss your called target with Called 

Shot but still hit a different Banner, blame 

damage on yourself equal to the amount rolled 

(for missing the Called Shot).  Also blame 

damage on your opponent equal to the amount 

rolled (for still hitting on of their banners). 

 

Note: You cannot set up Super Sales 

Banners if you use a Bonus Flick. You can, 

however, choose to not use the Bonus 

Flick and set up a Super Sales Banner. 
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Placing Super Sale Banners on top of your Stand makes it hard to move around. If you 

start your turn with any Super Sale Banners on your Stand, you cannot move your stand to a 

new position that turn.  

Be careful not to knock over the Super Sale Banners if you choose to flick dice at your 

opponent that turn, as knocking down your own Banners will increase your personal Property 

Damage by 6 per banner. Place your Super Sale Banners carefully so that you still have room to 

flick dice! 

End Game 

Blame 20 Property Damage on your opponent to win the competition!  

Customers: 
Place any customers you have attracted from the Sale anywhere on your side of the Sales Floor. If a 
Die-Man (you or your opponent) knocks over a customer due to flicking dice, the Die-Man increases 

their personal Property Damage by the value rolled. 

Note: You can only have Customers on your side of the floor if you started the turn with 
Super Sale Banners still up on your Stand. If you had customers last turn, and no standing 

Super Sale Banners this current turn, those customers are removed from the floor. 

Super Sale Banners are places on 
top of your stand as shown 


